[Study on genotyping of Mycobacterium leprae and families with multi-cases].
Multiple locus variable number-tandem repeat (VNTR) analysis (MLVA) had been proposed as a means of strain typing for tracking of source and studying the transmission chain of pathogens. However, empirical data for a defined population from scale and duration were lacking for studying the transmission chain of leprosy. MLVA on 7 VNTR loci was applied to the strain typing on prevalent Mycobacterium leprae isolates collected from Qiubei county, Yunnan province during 2002-2006 in the study on the relationship between geographic distribution and genotypes of M. leprae. The strain typing, combined with conventional epidemiological investigation was performed to trace the transmission chain. (1) Phylogenetic analyses through application of PAUP 4.0, The M. leprae were grouped into A, B, C, D and E strains according to the allelic range 9, 11-13, 15-26 and > 26 on the GTA9 locus. The strains with 9 copies on GTA9 locus, was named A. (2) Genotypes of strains from the five multi-case families located at North and North-West parts were similar and belonged to A strains. VNTR patterns of intra-family were identical or similar but not identical inter-family. (3) Not only A cluster appeared higher proportion in total isolates but also distributes cluster, indicating ongoing transmission from recent findings. VNTR strain typing was suitable to trace the short chain of transmission in both small area and intra-families. Multi-case families might constitute epidemic foci and source of M. leprae in villages, causing the predominant strain or cluster which tends to be those identified in multi-case families and resulted in the spreading of leprosy. A long-term study was underway to reveal whether A strain was predominant strain and to observe the evolution of M. leprae in this spatially and temporally defined endemic population.